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Both taxonomic and thematic semantic relations have been studied extensively in behavioral studies
and there is an emerging consensus that the anterior temporal lobe plays a particularly important role
in the representation and processing of taxonomic relations, but the neural basis of thematic semantics
is less clear. We used eye tracking to examine incidental activation of taxonomic and thematic relations
during spoken word comprehension in participants with aphasia. Three groups of participants were
tested: neurologically intact control participants (N ¼14), individuals with aphasia resulting from
lesions in left hemisphere BA 39 and surrounding temporo-parietal cortex regions (N ¼ 7), and
individuals with the same degree of aphasia severity and semantic impairment and anterior left
hemisphere lesions (primarily inferior frontal gyrus and anterior temporal lobe) that spared BA 39
(N ¼ 6). The posterior lesion group showed reduced and delayed activation of thematic relations, but not
taxonomic relations. In contrast, the anterior lesion group exhibited longer-lasting activation of
taxonomic relations and did not differ from control participants in terms of activation of thematic
relations. These results suggest that taxonomic and thematic semantic knowledge are functionally and
neuroanatomically distinct, with the temporo-parietal cortex playing a particularly important role in
thematic semantics.
& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Semantic knowledge consists of two broad kinds of relations:
similarity and complementarity. Similarity is typically deﬁned in
terms of feature overlap, which can naturally give rise to categorical, or ‘‘taxonomic’’ structure (e.g., Rogers & McClelland, 2004;
Rogers et al., 2004; O’Connor, Cree, & McCrae, 2009). Taxonomic
semantic knowledge has been studied extensively in behavioral,
neuropsychological, and functional imaging studies with an
emerging consensus that anterior temporal lobe (ATL) structures
play a particularly important role in the representation and
processing of these relations (for a review, see Patterson, Nestor,
& Rogers, 2007).
Complementary objects typically do not share features; rather
they have complementary features that correspond to their
complementary roles in events or situations. Complementarity
can be deﬁned as frequent occurrence in events or situations and
we refer to these as ‘‘thematic’’ relations. Although thematic
relations have been studied extensively in behavioral studies
(for a review, see Estes, Golonka, & Jones, 2011), relatively little
is known about their neural basis. Recent behavioral evidence
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suggests that taxonomic and thematic semantic knowledge may
be somewhat distinct: Mirman and Graziano (in press) found that
across 30 neurologically intact individuals, the incidental activation of taxonomically related concepts compared to thematically
related concepts in a word recognition task predicted the tendency to choose the taxonomic option in an explicit, nonverbal
semantic similarity judgment task. That is, individuals varied in
their reliance on taxonomic vs. thematic knowledge across tasks
(see also Simmons & Estes, 2008). This ﬁnding suggests that
taxonomic and thematic knowledge comprise two parallel complementary semantic systems (for related work distinguishing
concrete and abstract concepts see Crutch & Warrington, 2005,
2010). However, these results did not speak to the neural basis of
these systems.
In a recent voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping (VLSM)
study of picture naming errors produced by individuals with
aphasia, Schwartz et al. (2011) found that participants generally
produced far more taxonomic errors (coordinate, superordinate,
or subordinate noun substitutions) than thematic errors (nontaxonomic errors that named an object that co-occurred with the
target in the context of an action, event, or sentence), but the
relative tendency to produce one error type vs. the other varied as
a function of their lesion location. Individuals with lesions
affecting the left anterior temporal lobe (ATL) produced a higher
proportion of taxonomic errors relative to thematic errors and
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individuals with lesions affecting the left temporo-parietal cortex
(TPC) produced a higher proportion of thematic errors relative to
taxonomic errors.
The ﬁnding that ATL damage is associated with taxonomic errors
is consistent with this region’s well-documented importance for
taxonomic semantics (e.g., Patterson et al., 2007; Schwartz et al.,
2009; Walker et al., 2011; individuals with ATL degeneration produce
almost exclusively taxonomic errors, but deﬁcits in thematic semantic
knowledge become evident when thematic relations are explicitly
tested, e.g., Bozeat, Lambon Ralph, Patterson, Garrard, & Hodges,
2000; Butler, Brambati, Miller, & Gorno-Tempini, 2009). In contrast,
the ﬁnding that TPC damage is associated with thematic errors is
quite novel, though at least one functional imaging study has
identiﬁed this region as important for processing thematic relations
(Kalénine et al., 2009; for a recent review of the neural basis of
semantic memory see Binder & Desai, 2011). Schwartz et al. (2011)
proposed a complementary semantic systems account, but there are
at least two alternative interpretations of this result. The ﬁrst is that
TPC involvement in production of thematic picture naming errors is
speciﬁc to picture naming or, slightly more generally, word production tasks and does not reﬂect core thematic semantic processing.
The second alternative is that thematic errors in picture
naming are symptomatic of a cognitive control deﬁcit and TPC
is involved in cognitive control, rather than thematic semantics
(e.g., Jefferies & Lambon Ralph, 2006). There is strong evidence
that at least some individuals with aphasia have relatively general
cognitive control deﬁcits (Corbett, Jefferies, & Lambon Ralph,
2011; Hoffman, Jefferies, and Lambon Ralph, 2011; Jefferies &
Lambon Ralph, 2006; Mirman, Yee, Blumstein, & Magnuson, 2011;
Noonan, Jefferies, Corbett, & Lambon Ralph, 2010; Novick, Kan,
Trueswell, & Thompson-Schill, 2009; Robinson, Blair, & Cippoloti,
1998; Schnur et al. 2009; Warrington & Cippoloti, 1996). These
deﬁcits have been associated with damage to the inferior frontal
gyrus (IFG; e.g., Schnur et al., 2009), but Jefferies, Lambon Ralph
and their colleagues have proposed that TPC damage may also
cause cognitive control deﬁcits. This proposal emerged from
several studies in which patients with lesions encompassing both
inferior frontal (IFG) and temporo-parietal (TPC) regions exhibited
semantic control deﬁcits. Further, patients with lesions restricted
to one region or the other tended to show similar behavioral
patterns of semantic control deﬁcits (Corbett et al., 2011;
Hoffman et al., 2011; Jefferies & Lambon Ralph, 2006; Noonan
et al., 2010). The strongest evidence for a unique role of TPC in
cognitive control processes comes from a recent TMS study
(Whitney, Kirk, O’Sullivan, Lambon Ralph, & Jefferies, 2012),
which suggested that this region is particularly important for
top-down control of semantic retrieval, namely retrieving feature-speciﬁc information such as shape or color. Schwartz et al.
(2011) considered this cognitive control account and ruled it out
because (1) their measure of thematic error production controlled
for controlled semantic retrieval as measured by the Camel and
Cactus Test (Bozeat et al., 2000) and (2) production of the
canonical ‘‘off-task’’ error type – semantic descriptions (horse ‘‘it goes neigh’’) – was associated with ATL damage only, not TPC
damage. Thus, their results do not appear attributable to a TPCbased cognitive control deﬁcit, but the extent to which TPC is
involved in thematic semantics versus cognitive control remains
an open question. The present study was designed to test the
claim that TPC is speciﬁcally involved in thematic semantics and
to evaluate the two alternative accounts.

2. Experiment
We tested the hypothesis that TPC is speciﬁcally involved in
thematic semantics and the two alternative accounts using eye
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tracking to examine incidental activation of taxonomic and thematic
knowledge during spoken word comprehension. We used a passive
version of the ‘‘visual world paradigm’’ (Tanenhaus, SpiveyKnowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995; cf. Cooper, 1974) in which
pictures of four objects are presented on a computer screen and
participants hear a word that matches one of the pictures1.
Participants tend to ﬁxate the objects that correspond to the spoken
word and, critically, objects that are related to the spoken word tend
to be ﬁxated more than objects that are unrelated to the spoken
word. Importantly, because participants are simply listening to
spoken words, this task involves minimal controlled retrieval
demands (see Salverda & Altmann, 2011, for evidence that referents
of spoken words automatically capture visual attention). Past
studies have shown that this paradigm is sensitive to taxonomic
similarity (e.g., Huettig & Altmann, 2005; Mirman & Magnuson,
2009), thematic similarity (Mirman & Graziano, in press; see also
Yee & Sedivy, 2006), and more speciﬁc semantic relations (e.g.,
Kalénine, Mirman, Middleton, & Buxbaum, in press; Yee, Huffstetler,
& Thompson-Schill, 2011).
This experimental paradigm allows us to test both of the
alternative accounts: if TPC is specialized for thematic semantics,
then we should see a speciﬁc impairment of activation of
thematic semantic relations – but not taxonomic relations – for
individuals with TPC lesions and not for individuals with lesions
that spare TPC. Since this is a word comprehension task, we
should not see this effect if the Schwartz et al. (2011) VLSM
results were speciﬁc to word production. Since this task requires
minimal semantic/cognitive control or controlled retrieval, we
should also not see this effect if TPC is involved in general
semantic control (or even more generally, executive control)
rather than thematic semantics. Indeed, a cognitive control deﬁcit
that impairs response selection may produce increased or
extended activation of semantically related competitors, rather
than decreased or delayed activation (for a more detailed discussion of cognitive control and competition in the visual world
paradigm see Mirman et al., 2011).

2.1. Methods
2.1.1. Materials
The critical stimuli consisted of 20 taxonomically related image pairs and 20
thematically related image pairs. For each critical related pair, two phonologically
and semantically unrelated pictures were selected to serve as unrelated distractors. An additional 30 sets of 4 unrelated pictures were selected to serve as
practice (10) and ﬁller (20) trials. The critical relations were assigned based on the
coding scheme used by Schwartz et al. (2011) to code picture naming errors:
taxonomically related pairs were members of the same category and thematically
related pairs frequently participated in an event or scenario and were not
members of the same category. A separate semantic relatedness norming study
(for details see Mirman & Graziano, in press) showed that our materials matched
the differential and somewhat asymmetric taxonomic and thematic relations used
by Schwartz et al. (2011): average ratings on the thematic dimension were only
slightly higher for thematic (4.4) than taxonomic (4.3) pairs, whereas ratings on
the taxonomic dimension were substantially higher for taxonomic (4.1) than
thematic (3.4) pairs (the interaction between pair type and rating type was highly
signiﬁcant both by items and by subjects, both F 410, p o 0.01). Since our primary
focus was on thematic semantics, it is sufﬁcient that the thematically related pairs
were primarily thematically (not taxonomically) related and that there was a
differential relationship in the taxonomic and thematic pairs. Unrelated items
received low relatedness ratings on both dimensions (taxonomic: 1.2; thematic:
1.3). Target and competitor words were matched on word frequency, familiarity,

1
In the more common version of the task participants are instructed to click
on the picture that matches the spoken word. We chose a passive version in which
a click response was not required in order to further reduce response selection
demands, make the task easier for participants with aphasia (for whom hemiparesis may make manual responses somewhat difﬁcult), and because previous
studies suggest that a manual response is not required for the effects to emerge
(e.g., Altmann & Kamide, 1999; Mirman & Graziano, in press).
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length, neighborhood density, and association strength (Nelson, McEvoy, &
Schreiber, 2004) across the two conditions (all p 40.15).
Picture stimuli were drawn from a normed set of 260 color drawings of
common objects (Rossion & Pourtois, 2004, available at http://stims.cnbc.cmu.
edu/Image%20Databases/TarrLab/Objects/). Images were scaled to a maximum
size of 200  200 pixels such that at least one dimension was 200 pixels. The full
list of stimuli is provided in the Appendix. Stimulus words were recorded by a
native English speaker at 44.1 kHz. The individual words were edited to eliminate
silence at the beginning and end of each sound ﬁle.
2.1.2. Apparatus
Participants were seated approximately 24 in. away from a 17-inch monitor
with the resolution set to 1024  768 dpi. Stimuli were presented using E-Prime
Professional 2.0 experimental design software. A remote Eyelink 1000 eye tracker
was used to record participants’ left eye gaze position at 250 Hz.
2.1.3. Procedure
Each trial began with a 1 s ﬁxation screen, followed by a 1300 ms preview of a
four-image display in which each image was near one of the screen corners. Each
critical display contained a target object image, a semantic competitor (taxonomically or thematically related), and two unrelated distractors. The position of the
four pictures was randomized for each trial for each participant. During the last
300 ms of the preview, a red circle appeared in the center of the screen in order to
draw attention back to the neutral central location. After the preview, participants
heard the target word through speakers and the objects remained on the screen
for 4 s. There were a total of 70 trials: 10 practice trials, 20 trials with taxonomic
competitors, 20 trials with thematic competitors, and 20 ﬁller trials where none of
the images were related to each other. Trial order for the 60 non-practice trials
was randomized. Participants were told that their eye movements would be
recorded and the testing session began with a calibration, but they were not
instructed to move their eyes in any particular way (aside from the general
instruction to look at the screen). To improve data reliability, participants with
aphasia completed 2 replications of the experiment at least 12 weeks apart (max:
24 weeks).
At the time of testing, the participants with aphasia also completed the 10item Transitive Gesture to Sight Test of limb apraxia (Buxbaum, Giovannetti, &
Libon, 2000). This test assessed their ability to correctly produce common
transitive gestures (e.g., ‘‘show me how to wind a watch’’), while imagining they
are holding and using the speciﬁed item with their left hand. Items were in view
while the gesture was produced. Gesture productions were scored on ﬁve
components: content, hand posture, arm posture, amplitude, and timing.
2.1.4. Participants
Thirteen participants with aphasia (46% females; 54% Caucasian, 46% African
American) completed the study. Their mean age was 56 (range ¼33–74) and mean
years of education was 15 (range¼ 12–20). Participants with aphasia were
recruited from the Neuro-Cognitive Rehabilitation Research Patient Registry at
the Moss Rehabilitation Research Institute (Schwartz, Brecher, Whyte, & Klein,
2005). Lesion location was assessed by a previously administered MRI or CT scan
(see Schwartz et al., 2009; Walker et al., 2011 for lesion analysis details) and
performance on background tests was drawn from the Moss Aphasia Psycholinguistic Project Database (Mirman et al., 2010). Detailed information about the
participants with aphasia is provided in Table 1.
All participants in the Posterior lesion location group (N ¼ 7) had lesions that
included BA 39 and surrounding TPC regions, but not extending into anterior
regions (speciﬁcally IFG and ATL). BA 39 was chosen as the focus region because
this area had the largest concentration of suprathreshold voxels in the Schwartz

et al. (2011) VLSM study of thematic errors in picture naming. All participants in
the Anterior lesion location group (N ¼6) had lesions that did not include BA 39,
but included anterior regions associated with semantic processing and semantic
control (IFG and ATL). Two Anterior group participants (1238 and 2172) had
primarily anterior lesions with minor extension along the Sylvian ﬁssure into the
posterior temporal and inferior parietal areas (BA 40, 41, and 42), but analyses
excluding these participants did not change any of the results, so the more
inclusive analyses are reported here. Fig. 1 shows the lesion overlap for the two
groups. As shown in Table 1, the two groups were matched (all p 40.25) on age,
education, aphasia severity (Western Aphasia Battery Aphasia Quotient [Kertesz,
1982] and Philadelphia Naming Test [Roach, Schwartz, Martin, Grewal, & Brecher,
1996]), lesion volume, overall semantic impairment (synonymy triplets [Martin,
Schwartz, & Kohen, 2006] and Camel and Cactus Test [Bozeat et al., 2000]), wordto-picture matching (Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test [Dunn & Dunn, 1997]), and
object-related action knowledge (Gesture to Sight Test [Buxbaum et al., 2000]).
For comparison, we also report results from 14 neurologically intact control
participants (46% females; 92% Caucasian, 8% African American) who were
approximately matched in age (M ¼69, range¼ 58–78) and education (M ¼ 16,
range¼12–21) to the participants with aphasia. The control participants scored in
the normal range (M ¼ 28, range¼ 27–29) on the Mini Mental State Exam (Folstein,
Folstein, & McHugh, 1975), conﬁrming they had no cognitive impairments. Results
from this group have been previously reported as part of a study of individual
differences in taxonomic and thematic relations (Mirman & Graziano, in press).
All participants were right-handed and had English as their native language.
None of the participants had any major psychiatric or neurologic co-morbidities.
Participants were compensated for their participation and reimbursed for travel
and related expenses. All were living in the community at the time of testing.

Fig. 1. Lesion overlap maps for the participants with aphasia. The anterior group is
shown in the red–yellow scale and the posterior group is shown in the blue–green
scale. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Demographic and clinical descriptions of participants with aphasia.
ID

Lesion group

Age

Education

Lesion vol. (cc)

WAB AQ

PNT (%)

Syn. Trip. (%)

CCT (%)

PPVT

Gesture to sight (%)

1857
1238
1687
2172
2350
0419
1846
2083
2006
2180
2221
2284
1862

Anterior
Anterior
Anterior
Anterior
Anterior
Anterior
Posterior
Posterior
Posterior
Posterior
Posterior
Posterior
Posterior

74
53
74
61
48
43
51
62
50
67
33
65
53

12
14
20
16
14
12
14
14
14
14
18
19
12

17.86
172.21
40.95
73.10
55.69
51.86
31.43
51.53
5.38
67.16
63.92
19.47
NA

90.2
67.8
74.5
35.4
73.7
91.5
68
91.5
65
41.4
78.7
94.5
76.6

82
67
82
30
83
91
67
86
55
25
93
98
75

83
87
93
90
57
87
90
100
83
73
97
93
93

80
81
86
89
77
77
78
88
81
72
81
95
64

77
96
101
93
76
83
88
102
86
51
81
92
88

75
98
83
53
63
93
88
90
50
60
80
95
80

Note: WAB AQ ¼ Western Aphasia Battery Aphasia Quotient; PNT ¼Philadelphia Naming Test; Syn. Trip.¼ Synonymy Triplets; CCT¼Camel & Cactus Test; PPVT ¼Peabody
Picture Vocabulary Test.
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Fig. 2. Selecting the analysis time window. The left panel shows overall ﬁxation time course averaged across all critical conditions and participant groups. The right panels
show target ﬁxation curves separately for each of the participant groups and semantic relatedness types. Error bars indicate 7 1SE. The dashed vertical lines indicate the
time window (300–1400 ms) identiﬁed for the critical competitor analyses.
2.2. Data analysis
The ﬁxation time course data were analyzed using Growth Curve Analysis
(GCA) with fourth-order orthogonal polynomials, which is a multi-level modeling
technique speciﬁcally designed to capture change over time (for detailed description of this method’s application to eye tracking data see Mirman, Dixon, &
Magnuson, 2008). In the GCA approach, the Level 1 model captures the overall
ﬁxation time course with the intercept term reﬂecting average overall ﬁxation
proportion, the linear term reﬂecting a monotonic change in ﬁxation proportion
(similar to a linear regression of ﬁxation proportion as a function of time), the
quadratic term reﬂecting the symmetric rise and fall rate around a central
inﬂexion point, and the cubic and quartic terms similarly reﬂecting the steepness
of the curve around inﬂexion points. The Level 2 submodels capture the effects of
experimental manipulations on the Level 1 time terms. In this experiment, we
were interested in how semantic competition effects differed between participant
groups, so the Level 2 models included effects of competitor relatedness (Object:
Related vs. Unrelated), participant group (Group: Control vs. Anterior and Control
vs. Posterior), and, critically, the difference in competitor relatedness effects across
groups (Object-x-Group interaction).
The focus of the experiment was on incidental activation of semantically
related concepts during spoken word comprehension, so we used the time course
of spoken word comprehension – target ﬁxation – to identify the critical time
window for analysis. The time window was deﬁned to begin shortly before the
target ﬁxation curve started to separate from the non-target ﬁxation curves
(indicating that the spoken word was beginning to drive ﬁxations) and end when
the target ﬁxation curve reached its asymptote (indicating that the spoken word
had been recognized). Visual inspection of the overall target ﬁxation curve
averaged across all experimental conditions and participant groups (Fig. 2, left
panel) indicated that a window starting 300ms after word onset and ending
1400ms after word onset met these criteria. Examination of target ﬁxation curves
separately by participant group and semantic relatedness type (Fig. 2, right
panels) conﬁrmed that this time window was appropriate for each of the
individual cells in the study design. Growth curve analyses conﬁrmed this: there
were no effects of condition or group (all p 40.1) in the 300ms following the time
window cut-off (1500–1700 ms after word onset, and the same results were
obtained when this test window was extended to 1900 ms after word onset). Most
critical was the complete absence of any effects on the linear term (all p4 0.15),
indicating that there was no signiﬁcant increase in target ﬁxation (i.e., target
recognition had reached asymptote) following our time window cut-off and no
signiﬁcant differences in target ﬁxations between conditions or groups. Note that
by using target ﬁxation time course to deﬁne the analysis time window we
avoided biasing the competitor ﬁxation time course analyses. Further robustness
analyses revealed that changing the time window by 100–300 ms in either
direction did not affect the qualitative pattern of results.

The critical data analyses considered related and unrelated competitor ﬁxation
curves during the 300–1400 ms time window, separately for the Taxonomic and
Thematic conditions. The full GCA model contained all ﬁve Level 1 time terms
(intercept, linear, quadratic, cubic, and quartic) and the Level 2 submodels for each of
those time terms contained ﬁxed effects of Object, Group, and the critical Object-xGroup interaction and random effects for individual participants and participant-xobject. The unrelated competitor was considered the baseline level for the Object
factor and parameters were estimated for the related competitor; the Control group
was considered the baseline level for the Group factor and parameters were
estimated for each of the two aphasic participant groups relative to the control group.

3. Results
Fig. 3 shows the competitor ﬁxation time courses separately for
each of the three participant groups for the Thematic and Taxonomic condition. The full GCA results for the critical Object-xGroup interaction terms are shown in Table 2. In the Thematic
condition, the Posterior group exhibited less overall semantic
competition compared to the Control group (Intercept term:
Estimate¼-0.036, SE¼0.016, po0.05) and the competition
emerged later in the time window (Cubic term: Estimate¼ 0.084,
SE¼ 0.022, po0.001). In contrast, Thematic competition for the
Anterior group was generally very similar to the Control group,
though there was a very weak trend suggesting that the effect may
have emerged earlier in the time window (Cubic term:
Estimate¼0.039, SE¼0.024, p¼0.098). In the Taxonomic condition,
the Posterior group did not differ reliably from the Control group
(all p40.14), but the Anterior group exhibited longer-lasting
competition (Linear term: Estimate¼0.157, SE¼0.054, po0.01;
Quartic term: Estimate¼  0.052, SE¼0.023, po0.05).

4. General discussion
We used eye tracking to examine incidental activation of
taxonomic and thematic relations during spoken word comprehension in participants with aphasia. Compared to neurologically
intact control participants, individuals with lesions in BA 39 and
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Fig. 3. Time course of ﬁxations by participant group and semantic relatedness type. The columns correspond to participant groups (left: anterior; middle: posterior; right: control),
the rows correspond to semantic relatedness types (top: taxonomic; bottom: thematic). Error bars indicate 71SE, dashed vertical lines indicate the analysis time window.
Table 2
GCA results: Object-x-Group interaction terms. The values correspond to parameter estimates (SE in parentheses) for each of the aphasic groups relative to the control
group for the related competitor relative to the unrelated competitor.
Time term

Thematic
Anterior

Intercept
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic
Quartic

0.002
 0.009
 0.006
0.039
0.031

Taxonomic
Posterior

(0.017)
(0.048)
(0.048)
(0.024) 
(0.024)

 0.036
0.064
0.048
 0.084
 0.015

Anterior

(0.016)
(0.045)
(0.046)
(0.022)
(0.022)

*

***

0.0002
0.157
0.081
 0.035
 0.052

Posterior
(0.022)
(0.054) **
(0.049) 
(0.023)
(0.023) *

 0.022
 0.049
0.069
0.031
 0.007

(0.021)
(0.051)
(0.047)
(0.022)
(0.022)



po 0.1.
p o 0.05.
nn
p o0.01.
nnn
po 0.001.
n

surrounding temporo-parietal cortex (TPC) regions showed
reduced and delayed activation of thematic relations, but not
taxonomic relations. In contrast, individuals with the same degree
of aphasia severity and semantic impairment resulting from
lesions that primarily affected the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)
and anterior temporal lobe (ATL) regions and spared BA 39
exhibited longer-lasting activation of taxonomic relations and
did not differ from controls in terms of activation of thematic
relations. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that
the TPC is particularly important for thematic semantics.
Because the spoken word comprehension task had such minimal task demands (just listening to spoken words with no explicit
response required), it is not clear how a cognitive control deﬁcit
could account for the observed thematic semantic speciﬁcity of
the effect of TPC damage. Conversely, a cognitive control impairment caused by damage to IFG may explain why the anterior
group exhibited longer-lasting taxonomic competition. The taxonomic competitors in our study were strongly related to the
targets and damage to IFG may have impaired these participants’
ability to exclude the taxonomic competitor from consideration2

2
Post-hoc analyses did not reveal a modulatory effect of lesion location on the
association between semantic relation strength and amount of competition,
possibly due to the restricted range of item-level variability in relation strength.

(for a related account in the phonological domain, see Mirman
et al., 2011). Note that the difﬁculty was speciﬁc to taxonomic
competitors, not thematic competitors, and the posterior group
did not show this effect, so this account is consistent with the
view that IFG – not TPC – plays a critical role in selection from
competing alternatives (e.g., Schnur et al., 2009; Thompson-Schill,
D’Esposito, Aguirre, & Farah, 1997).
The present results converge with a recent voxel-based
lesion-symptom mapping study of picture naming errors in
aphasia (Schwartz et al., 2011), which showed that TPC lesions
were associated with a disproportionally increased rate of
thematic semantic errors. Since Schwartz et al. examined word
production and the current study examined word comprehension, together, the two studies provide strong converging evidence that the TPC is particularly important for thematic
semantics. Schwartz et al. also found that ATL lesions were
associated with a disproportionally increased rate of taxonomic
semantic errors in picture naming and theories of the role of ATL
in semantic cognition have almost exclusively considered taxonomic semantics (e.g., Patterson et al., 2007; Rogers et al., 2004),
albeit typically without distinguishing between taxonomic and
thematic semantics. However, in explicit tests, ATL degeneration
affects both taxonomic and thematic semantic knowledge
(Bozeat et al., 2000; Butler et al., 2009) and the anterior group
in the present study had lesions primarily in the IFG with only
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small extension into the superior portion of ATL (which is not
the site of maximal atrophy in semantic dementia [e.g., Binney,
Embleton, Jefferies, Parker, & Lambon Ralph, 2010], nor the
region most strongly associated with taxonomic errors in
Schwartz et al.), so it remains unclear what role the ATL plays
in thematic semantics (for a recent review of the neural basis of
semantic memory see Binder & Desai, 2011).
There is substantial evidence that ATL serves as a ‘‘hub’’ for
taxonomic semantic knowledge (e.g., Patterson et al., 2007),
might TPC play a similar role for thematic semantic knowledge?
A full answer to this question certainly requires further research,
but several lines of research suggest that TPC may play just
such a role. First, the TPC is located close to temporo-parietal
regions involved in motion, action, and spatial processing (e.g.,
Kable & Chatterjee, 2006; Kable, Kan, Wilson, Thompson-Schill,
& Chatterjee, 2005; Kalénine, Buxbaum, & Coslett, 2010;
Kemmerer, 2006; Noppeney, 2008), which are likely to be
important for extracting event- and situation-based thematic
semantic knowledge. Second, this region has been identiﬁed as
important for successful assignment of subject–object grammatical roles: individuals with damage to TPC have particular
difﬁculty choosing the correct picture to match a sentence such
as ‘‘The girl washes the boy’’ when the options include a picture
of a girl washing a boy and a picture of a boy washing a
girl (Thothathiri, Kimberg, & Schwartz, 2012; Wu, Waller, &
Chatterjee, 2007). This sort of ‘‘thematic role assignment’’ may
rely on a similar processing architecture as event processing.
Finally, preliminary evidence suggests that TPC may have hublike connectivity to surrounding regions that would allow it to
extract thematic relations (Jouen et al., 2011; see also Turken &
Dronkers, 2011).
The documented involvement of posterior and inferior parietal
regions in functions outside the speciﬁc domain of semantic
memory may also support the specialization of TPC for thematic
semantics. For example, this region appears to be important for
autobiographical memory, particularly free recall of rich event
memories (e.g., Berryhill, Phuong, Picasso, Cabeza, & Olson, 2007).
The same neural substrate that is involved in formation and
retrieval of memories of life events is likely to be involved in
processing of events for the extraction of thematic semantic
knowledge. In addition, this region appears to be important for
short-term and working memory (e.g., Baldo & Dronkers, 2006;
Hoffman et al., 2011; Olson & Berryhill, 2009). The serial-order
and sequencing demands of short-term and working memory
tasks may also be important for event and sentence processing
functions that would underlie thematic semantics (e.g., Botvinick
& Plaut, 2006). Although speculative (post-hoc analyses did not
reveal statistically reliable effects of action knowledge, sentence
comprehension, or short-term memory on thematic competition),
this perspective points toward a way to integrate TPC specialization for thematic semantics with other functions that are known
to depend on this broad cortical region.
In sum, our results show that temporo-parietal cortex is
particularly important for thematic semantic knowledge: individuals with lesions in left TPC exhibited reduced activation of
thematic relations and normal activation of taxonomic relations
during spoken word recognition. A comparison group of individuals with lesions that included left IFG and ATL, but not TPC,
exhibited longer-lasting activation of taxonomic relations and
minimally different activation of thematic relations. These
results support a complementary semantic systems view
(Mirman & Graziano, in press; Schwartz et al., 2011; see also
Crutch & Warrington, 2005, 2010) in which taxonomic and
thematic semantic knowledge are supported by somewhat distinct semantic systems with TPC playing a critical role in
thematic semantics.
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Table A1
Experiment stimuli.
Condition

Target

Competitor

Unrelated 1

Unrelated 2

Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Thematic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic
Taxonomic

Anchor
Ashtray
Balloon
Barn
Bird
Eye
Football
Hair
Hammer
Hand
Hanger
Kettle
Lamp
Lock
Monkey
Needle
Sheep
Sock
Toaster
Vase
Airplane
Ant
Bat
Bus
Cigar
Cup
Deer
Ear
Fork
Gun
Leg
Moon
Motorcycle
Necklace
Owl
Paintbrush
Top
Violin
Watch
Wrench

Sailboat
Cigarette
Clown
Pig
Tree
Glasses
Helmet (football)
Comb
Nail
Glove
Blouse
Stove
Table
Key
Banana
Thread
Sweater
Foot
Bread
Flower
Helicopter
Spider
Racket
Train
Pipe
Glass
Cow
Nose
Knife
Cannon
Arm
Sun
Car
Ring
Eagle
Pen
Ball
Flute
Clock
Pliers

French horn
Rhino
Rolling pin
Jello
Honey
Seal
Beetle
Drum
Chicken
Leaf
Cherry
Cat
Box
Pear
Bicycle
Piano
Light switch
Seahorse
Snowman
Sled
Swan
Asparagus
Celery
Peacock
Fish
Iron
Light bulb
Accordion
Ostrich
Spinning wheel
Strawberry
Envelope
Umbrella
Plug
Ladder
Mountain
Ruler
Potato
Grapes
Roller skate

Grasshopper
Lettuce
Donkey
Ironing board
Guitar
Chisel
Harp
Corn
Flag
Mushroom
Doll
Door
Chain
Belt
House
Caterpillar
Frying pan
Cake
Baby carriage
Bow
Well
Book
Dresser
Refrigerator
Garbage can
Kangaroo
Coat
Windmill
Purse
Artichoke
Turtle
Doorknob
Tomato
Saltshaker
Nail ﬁle
Onion
Skunk
Clothespin
Heart
Rooster
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